On the basis of the conserved vector current theory the extended Siegert theorem is given and applied to the muon capture reactions. As a consequence a relation among the nuclear matrix elements is found in each forbiddenness. § 1. Introduction
The partial rate of muon capture in complex nuclei g1ves us an important information on the nuclear structure as well as on the meson cloud effect of nucleons in the nucleus. Experiments along this line have been carried out for the reactions C 12~B 12 /)-I) He 3~I -P s), 9 ) and 0 16 ->N
• 10 ),1l)
In particular, recent Columbia 10 ) and Berkeley 11 l experiments on 0 16 revealed the usefulness of "forbiddenness " in muon capture reactions, in which three first-forbidden and no third-forbidden partial transitions were observed. The forbiddenness introduced by Morita and Fujii is the same as that of beta decay. 12 l,*l However, the number of independent nuclear matrix elements in each forbidden transition is much larger than that of beta decay because of the larger momentum transfer. The theory will be much simpler if certain relations among the nuclear matrix elements are found to exist independent of the nuclear model.
We shall point out here that such relations certainly exist, if we accept the hypothesis of conserved vector currenes)-l 5 ) (c.v.c.) which received experimental supports already in nuclear beta decay 16 J-IGJ and in pion beta decay~1 9 l-21 l
The c.v.c. hypothesis is an analogue of charge conservation in the electromagnetic interaction. The Siegert theorem is a consequence of charge conservation and effectively applied to determine the form of the electromagnetic interaction of the nucleus. 22 l' 23 l On the basis of the c.v.c. theory the Siegert theorem was extended to the vector interaction of the beta decay by Fujita,
)-27
) and in combination with the Ahrens-Feenberg approximation 28 ) it gives a simple relationship for nuclear matrix elements.
The purpose of this paper is to push further the parallelism of the vector interaction in muon capture and beta decay and apply the extended Siegert theorem to find the relation among the nuclear matrix elements in muon capture reactions. § 2. Extended Siegert theorem
In this section we recapitulate the essence of the extended Siegert theorem in beta decay. Theformalism presented here seems to have an immediate application to the finite nuclear size effect and the finite de Broglie wavelength effect in RaE spectrum. 29 )
By a trivial modification in lepton current the argument goes quite parallel for the muon capture reactions, as is shown in § 3.
Strictly speakin,g, the interaction for nuclear beta decay cannot be described · by the sum of free nucleon operators because of the exchange forces among the nucleons. However, in electric multipole interactions of vector such an ambiguity is completely removed by the Siegert theorem. This is also true in beta decay interaction of vector type by the conserved vector current hypothesis. The transition amplitude due to the weak vector current is written as y<v)=<fl \d
,;
with Here .!;. <V)± stands for the weak nuclear vector current, and L'" for the lepton current (2·2)
For the electromagnetic interaction we replace
Since the charge density is supposed to be concentrated mostly at the position of each proton, we have for the time component of the current On the other hand we are less certain about the explicit form of the space component J(V)± which depends on the detail of nuclear interactions. It is the Siegert theorem which dodges the ignorance of it.
We divide the nuclear Hamiltonian HN into two parts, the charge independent part Ho and the rest H1, ' HN=Ho+Hl.
H 1 includes the static Coulomb potentials and the neutron-proton mass difference,*)
If the charge dependent interactions are switched off, the nuclear Hamiltonian of this :fictious system becomes H 0 = HN-H 1 , and the .continuity equation
holds as a consequence of the c.v.c. hypothesis. Upon switching on the charge dependent interactions, modifications should arise from the higher order electromagnetic effects, such as the Coulomb distortion of pion clouds. We believe, however, that the corrections are small although we have no quantitative argument.30> Therefore, even though the Coulomb effects are very important in determining the nuclear binding energy, Eq. (2 ·5) is expected to be still valid with a sufficient degree of accuracy for practical purpose. Expanding the lepton current into rotation-free and divergence-free components
we have for the rotation-free component (2 ·7) where Ei and E 1 are the total nuclear energies of the initial and :final nuclei including their masses. It should be noticed that the space component J(V)± is eliminated and replaced by the better known time component Jo(Vl±. If the divergence-free component V is shown to be small, the ambiguity on nuclear *> We use the unit system h=c=me=l, throughout this paper.
interactions IS minimized. In the theory of beta decay, the conventional matrix element*>
is the part with rank J of the complete matrix element
As is shown in § 3, we can choose rot V to be of higher powers of the momentum transfer and neglect it in comparison with grad U. Thus <iJ-1 rJ-1 a· YJJ-1> can be written in terms of <iJrJYJ), by Eq. (2·7).
For practical purpose, it is convenient to introduce the following approximation which is expected to be good within 10 %.
a) Ahrens-Feenberg approximation 28 
>
In this approximation, we have
where R IS the nuclear radius. From Eq. (2 · 7) with the above relation, we have
where
Experimental data of isobaric state gives an empirical formula 31 > This relation holds for the state Jo<V)-Ii) with the width less than 100 keV. The nuclear matrix element of the El gamma transition from the isobaric state Jo<V)-Ii) to the state I f) is given by*: " f' In this section we apply the method developed in § 2 to muon capture reactions, following the notation in MF.**)
The vector part of the interaction Hamiltonian density for muon capture in complex nuclei is expressed as
Here the lepton currents are given by In order to find a relation for nuclear matrix elements in each forbidden transition, we decompose the lepton current L into its spherical ·component defined by 12 ) (tc tL[a[-1 tL') -(<jJ~~J, a<jJ~~"",)' where the quantum numbers tc and 11 specify the free neutrino state, while tc' = -1 and 11' the bound muon state, the K-orbit. We write the tc/}.-component of L as follows : for ) where j and l are the total and orbital angular momentum for -tc, SIC the s1gn of tc. The vector harmonics is defined by 34 l
Yz+ 4 zzM=L;(l1 M-m nz/l+J! M)YzM-m(O, cp)cm,
, m
YzM-m and em being the spherical harmonics and the unit vector. Three terms in Eq. (3 · 5) produce nuclear matrix elements of rank l + 1, l and l-1 respectively, so that each term can be handled separately. In particular the first term with Yt+1tM is important, since it gives the nuclear matrix elements**) [ll-ll p]
an analogue of J a, J Aij, etc., in the theory of beta decay.
Let us divide it into two parts,
and determine U and V making use of the following two identities : where ¢ IS an arbitrary radial. fl}nction. We put
where c, d, e and f are constants. ¢ 0 is the particular solution of 
Thus, the expressions for U and V are given as follows : (3 ·15) where the constant b is still undetermined. The polynomial pl+l IS expanded into the series of the spherical Bessel function 35 )
of which we shall retain only the first term
noting that*) 
The ambiguity due to the constant b is the gauge in the lepton current. We choose b, .A+
(3 ·25)
The reduced nuclear matrix elements .
In the beta decay I f)-> li), the relationship for nuclear matrix elements is Assuming the conserved vector current theory, we found the relation (3 · 26) for the nuclear matrix elements in muon capture reactions. In derivation of this relation, we omitted the terms j z +B (p) and c j 1 + 2 (p) , since the correction due to these terms is less than, say, three percent. As is mentioned in § 2, Eq.
(3 · 26) is subject to about 10 % theoretical error due to the Ahrens-Feenberg approximation.
The second term with YzzM in Eq. (3 ·5) can be expressed as a linear combination of rot (jz+I (p) Yzz+IM) and rot CJz-1 (p) Yzz-lM). The third term with Yz-1zM in Eq. (3 ·5) can also be expressed in a form grad U +rot V with
Here the same constant c appear in U and V so that rot V is, by no means, negligible compared with grad U.
We summarize in this Appendix the reduced nuclear matrix elements in muon capture reactions introduced in MF.
12 )
The reduced nuclear matrix element Table I , where the vector harmonics ?)lLr is defined 
The statistically averaged muon capture rate from I i) to I f) IS 
where m" and m/ are the muon mass and its reduced mass 1n the parent mumesic atom, respectively. The neutrino momentum q is given by (A·4)
The expression for Po contains the coupling constants, Cv, CA, Cp, and the nuclear matrix elements of various types; It is given for each forbiddenness in MF. There are 9, 17 and 14 different matrix elements in the allowed, first forbidden and n-th forbidden (n>2) transitions, respectively. Equation (3 · 26) holds for each forbiddenness except for the allowed transition.
